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Name: _______________

What is Rashi’s question on the posuk?

For
Discussion:

My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.

What is Rashi’s explanation?

What would you say are the key words
and phrases in this Rashi?

at the
entrance

to visit

Why is "iFmW§l¦iW¦i"

in the
groves of . .

in the heat of
(hottest part of)

and asked
how

he was

very significant ?

the third day
after his

Bris Miloh

g"i ziy`xa
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(continued)
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he lifted
were

standing

For
Discussion:

What is Rashi’s
question here?
(He states his

question clearly!)

What does
Rashi

mean by

What does
the first

My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.

he rantowards them
and he

bowed down

?"M§n©W§n̈rF"

why /
what for

as it seemsunderstanding

he saw

to trouble him

he acted quickly

~R̈ẍW©ze©I¥ẍ`~

and he
understood

mean?

e©I©x§`

What does
the second

mean?

e©I©x§`

1

2

12

they were
standing

in one
place

they
want didn’t

and he
ran

towards
them
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(continued)

she laughed

I can
give birth can it bereally

and I
am old

changed
(it)

For
Discussion:

What difficulty in the posuk
is Rashi explaining here?

Use this i"yx , and especially the
phrase “mFlẌ©d i¥p§R¦n” to help you
explain the following statement:
zn` means “truth,” but saying
the zn` does not always mean
saying what is true.

How does Rashi
solve the difficulty?

My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.
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the Torah
text

For more discussion:

and my master
is old

for behold

for the
sakeof peace

g"i ziy`xa
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